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APPENDIX: Identification of the ‘Magnificent Seven’ and ‘Indicator Clades’
The goal of this study is to evaluate a set of hypotheses to explain the differences between
the Jarvis TENT and Prum trees (Fig. 1). We used two approaches to test these hypotheses. First,
we examined the presence of two different sets of indicator clades. Second, we clustered trees
based on their topologies. This appendix focuses on the fist approach.
The idea of using indicator clades that can be defined a priori has been used in a number of
phylogenetic studies of Neoaves to assess convergence of different datasets on a single topology
(e.g., Gibb et al. 2007; Pratt et al. 2009). This same approach can be used to assess whether
different taxon samples or data types converge on specific topologies (i.e., a topology resembling
the Jarvis TENT on the one hand or the Prum tree on the other). However, before the indicator
clade approach can be used one must assess the degrees of freedom available for Neoaves
phylogeny. We assert that the base of Neoaves has ten lineages in play, the ‘magnificent seven’
superordinal clades and three ‘orphan orders’ (Supplementary Fig. S1a).
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FIGURE S1. The magnificent seven and the indicator clades (J1/J2 or P1/P2). (A) A strict consensus of
the Jarvis TENT and the Prum tree suggest that deep Neoaves phylogeny can be viewed as a rooted ninetaxon tree. We expand the set of plausible trees for Neoaves to those consistent with the rooted ten-taxon
tree produced by collapsing the dashed branch uniting clades ii and iii. This reflects the observation that
the ii + iii clade is not present in the Jarvis intron and UCE trees. (B) We view trees with clades J1 (vi +
vii) and J2 (all members of Neoaves except J1) as ‘Jarvis-like’ trees. The Jarvis-like trees correspond to
0.13% of all plausible trees. (C) We view trees with clades P1 (all Neoaves except v) and P2 (ii, iii, vii,
and shorebirds) or P2J (P2 + cranes & rails) as ‘Prum-like’ trees. The Prum-like trees correspond to
0.08% of all plausible trees.
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The magnificent seven correspond to the superordinal clades present in a strict consensus of
the Jarvis TENT and the Prum tree. All of the magnificent seven clades also received 100%
bootstrap support in the Jarvis TENT. Several previous studies also support monophyly of at
least some members of the magnificent seven. Hackett et al. (2008) only recovered five of the
magnificent seven (clades i, ii, v, vi, and vii), Kimball et al. (2013) recovered six (clades i, ii, iii,
v, vi, and vii), and McCormack et al. (2013) recovered all seven (more accurately, it recovered a
tree consistent with all of the magnificent seven since it did not have sufficient taxon sampling to
rigorously assess their monophyly).
The Jarvis TENT includes two superordinal clades with 100% bootstrap support that are not
found in the Prum tree (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. S1b). We have designated these clades
J1 (clades vi and vii) and J2 (clades i, ii, iii, iv, and v) and we consider them to be indicators of a
Jarvis-like topology. These clades appear in a number of additional trees, all dominated by noncoding data:
1. The Jarvis intron tree (Fig. 1c and Fig. 4a of Jarvis et al. 2014): This tree contains
clades J1 and J2; it also includes all of the magnificent seven. The data used to
generate the intron tree is the largest subset of the TENT data (it is 46% of the TENT
data).
2. The Jarvis UCE tree (Fig. 4b of Jarvis et al. 2014): This tree contains clade J2; it
also includes all of the magnificent seven. The data used to generate the UCE tree is
a subset of the TENT data (it is 22% of the TENT data), but it is completely
independent of the intron data.
3. The Jarvis ‘whole genome tree’ (Fig. S4d of Jarvis et al. (2014): This tree contains
clades J1 and J2; it also includes all of the magnificent seven. This data used to
generate this tree includes all data types (both coding and non-coding) because it
comprises the 322-million bp that could be aligned to the chicken genome using
MULTIZ (Blanchette et al. 2004). The MULTIZ method used to generate breaks up
putatively orthologous regions into short segments Jarvis et al. (2014) suggest that
multiple sequence alignment within those segments is likely to be inferior to the
TENT alignments. Despite these limitations it provides another line of evidence that
corroborates J1 and J2.
The Prum tree actually shared two interesting features with several of the Jarvis coding exon
trees (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. S1c). Specifically, the Prum tree placed clade v sister to all
other of members of Neoaves (clade P1) and a clade that Prum et al. (2015) named
Aequorlitornithes that resembled the ‘aquatic/semiaquatic’ group noted by Jarvis et al. (2014).
For simplicity, we call Aequorlitornithes ‘clade P2’ and the Jarvis aquatic/semiaquatic group
clade P2J. The Jarvis et al. (2014) trees used for this comparison were:
1. The Jarvis c12 exon tree (Fig. 1d and Fig. 4c of Jarvis et al. 2014): This tree
contains clade P1 and P2J; it also includes five of the magnificent seven (clades i, ii,
iii, v, and vii). The data used to generate this tree is the coding subset of the TENT
data (it is 32% of the TENT data) and it excludes third codon positions.
2. The Jarvis low-GC variation exon tree (Fig. 6a of Jarvis et al. 2014): This tree
contains clade P1 and P2J; it also includes five of the magnificent seven (clades i, ii,
iii, v, and vii). The data used to generate this tree corresponds to the 830 protein
coding genes with the most limited GC-content variation (10% of the loci included in
the c12 tree). However, this data matrix includes third codon positions so it is not
simply a subset of the c12 exon data.
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The base of Neoaves is a rooted ten-taxon tree if we assume the magnificent seven are very
likely to be monophyletic but we remain agnostic regarding relationships among the magnificent
seven and the three orphan orders (i.e., Supplementary Fig. S1a). There are almost 34.5 million
rooted ten-taxon trees (Felsenstein 1978) and we view this as the size of the set of plausible trees
for Neoaves. The number of plausible trees with either set the indicator clades (i.e., J1 and J2 or
P1 and P2/P2J) is very small compared to the total number of plausible trees:
1. Number of trees that contain J1 and J2: There are 135,135 arrangements of the
eight taxa in clade J2 (Felsenstein 1978). Only one arrangement of clade J2 and the
two remaining taxa is consistent with J1 monophyly. Thus, there are 135,135 trees
that divide Neoaves into clades J1 and J2 (0.39% of the plausible trees).
2. Number of trees that contain P1 and P2: There are nine lineages in clade P1 and
four of those lineages must themselves form a clade (clade P2). Thus, clade P1 can be
viewed as a rooted six-taxon tree (see Fig. S1c) and there are 945 possible six-taxon
trees. There are 15 possible arrangements of the P2 taxa. Thus, there are 14,175
possible trees consistent with both P1 and P2 clades (0.04% of the plausible trees).
3. Number of trees that contain P1 and P2 or P2J: The match between the Prum tree
and the Jarvis et al. (2014) exon trees is imperfect because the latter include P2J, not
P2. P2J comprises the four lineages in P2 plus cranes & rails (Gruiformes; dashed line
in Fig. S1c). There are a priori reasons to view Gruiformes as a potential rogue taxon
that can fall anywhere in clade P1, including within clade P2 (Prum et al. 2015). If we
simply prune Gruiformes from the tree there will still 15 possible arrangements of the
P2 taxa but there will only be 105 possible arrangements of taxa for the remaining P1
taxa. This is a total of 1,575 trees. However, the total number of plausible trees is
lower (only 2,027,025) since Gruiformes is excluded from consideration. Ultimately
0.08% of the plausible trees are compatible with clades P1 and P2/P2J.
This discussion suggests that the probability that analyses of a novel data matrix (e.g., the EB2
data) will contain either set of indicator clades by chance alone is very low.
The significance of observing clade J3N (dashed in part B of Fig. S1) is debatable. The two
Jarvis trees that are based only on non-coding data (the intron and UCE trees) include clade J3N.
However, 5.9% of the plausible ten-taxon trees are consistent with the presence of any specific
two-taxon clade (like clade J3N). A slightly larger percentage (7.7%) of the trees compatible with
J1 and J2 monophyly also contain clade J3N. Thus, as indicated in the main text, recovery of
clade J3N in trees based on non-coding data is provocative but it is not necessarily significant.
All calculations assume that the magnificent seven can be treated as monophyletic and that
the only questions that remain are the relationships among those clades and the three ‘orphan’
orders (shorebirds, cranes & rails, and the hoatzin) (see Supplementary Fig. S1). We note that the
EB2 tree, like the Hackett et al. (2008) and Kimball et al. (2013) trees, did not support clade iv.
However, failure to recover any of the magnificent seven will not bias analyses toward either set
of indicator clades. Indeed, it to only places more lineages ‘in play’ and decreases the likelihood
of finding a Jarvis-like (i.e., clades J1 and J2 present) or Prum-like tree (i.e., clades P1 and
P2/P2J present) tree by chance alone.
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